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Road Surface Conditions Identification via HαA
Decomposition and Its Application to mm-Wave

Automotive Radar
Wietse Bouwmeester , Graduate Student Member, IEEE, Francesco Fioranelli , Senior Member, IEEE,

and Alexander G. Yarovoy, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— A novel approach based on the entropy-alpha-
anisotropy decomposition, also known as the Hα A decompo-
sition, for the recognition of road surface conditions using
automotive radar is presented. To apply the Hα A decompo-
sition to automotive radar data, a dedicated signal processing
pipeline has been developed. To investigate its effectiveness, fully
polarimetric measurements of surface scattering were performed
in lab conditions as well as outdoors on actual road surface
material under various conditions. A high-level analysis using the
Euclidean distances between cluster centroids and the standard
deviations of the H , α, and A features is performed, and it is
shown that the proposed pipeline can provide an opportunity for
classification of road surfaces, leading to enhanced road safety.
Finally, the effect of neglecting the cross-polar components of the
fully polarimetric measurements is considered. It is shown that
in this case, the A feature cannot be used anymore. Despite this,
the H and α features can still be used and several road surface
conditions can still be distinguished from each other at the cost
of less separation between the classes, thus leading to a trade-off
between classification accuracy and radar system cost/complexity.

Index Terms— Automotive, radar, polarimetry, road surface
condition, recognition, classification, Hα A decomposition.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN AN effort to increase on-road safety, more and more
vehicles are being equipped with advanced radar systems.

These radar systems are usually employed to detect, and
in many cases also classify, other road users and obstacles.
Automotive radar systems for the 24 GHz band are being
phased out and a transition to the new 77 GHz band has largely
been completed [1], [2]. This has presented a new opportunity
to use these radar systems to observe road surface conditions
in front of the vehicle. Namely, the rough structure of road
surfaces results in more power that is scattered back to the
radar sensor in the 77 GHz band compared to the 24 GHz
band due to the shorter wavelength.

On the one hand, this causes the radar to detect more clutter.
However, instead of considering these returns as clutter, they
can also be used in an effective way to estimate the road
surface conditions in front of the vehicle, e.g. whether the
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road surface is dry, wet or icy, or covered with potentially
slippery material. Information on the road surface condition up
ahead is crucial for improving driving safety systems such as
the anti-lock breaking system and electronic stability control.
If these systems can be provided with an estimation of the road
surface conditions up ahead, they could already be tuned closer
to the right operating point to minimise braking distance and
maximise vehicle stability [3]. In the case of fully-autonomous
driving, dangerous road surface conditions such as a patch of
ice could be automatically steered around altogether.

Road surface classification has been investigated using
conventional (single polarised) radar; a few notable examples
of this can be found in [4], [5], [6], and [7]. In [5] and
[6], convolutional neural networks are used on vertically
polarised radar imagery of sandpaper and rough surface types,
while in [4] the statistical distribution of vertically polarised
backscattering from a number of road surface conditions was
studied. Also in [7], surface classification was performed by
fitting a Weibull distribution to the backscattered power and
studying the resulting variation of the distribution parameters.

Polarimetric radar has the distinct advantage that the full
polarimetric characteristics of the targets of interest are mea-
sured. As different targets have different polarimetric charac-
teristics, the extra information provided by this ability can be
used for classification. This is for example routinely used in
the context of remote sensing, target classification, and weather
radar [8], [9], [10]. Polarimetric radar has also been proven
to be effective in the characterization of targets in automotive
scenarios [11], [12].

Surfaces have distinctive polarimetric scattering behaviours
depending on surface roughness (i.e., parameters such as
the root mean square height and correlation function) and
material properties [13], [14]. This makes polarimetric radar
a great candidate to exploit different scattering behaviours
for road surface classification purposes in the automotive
context.

Previous publications have considered using polarimet-
ric features for road surface identification [15], [16], [17].
In that research, simple polarimetric features such as the
co-polar and cross-polar backscattering ratios have been
utilised. More specifically, [15] and [16] consider the use
of polarisation ratios. These include co-polarised horizon-
tal and vertical backscattering ratios, as well as cross-polar
backscattering ratios. In [17], the mean powers in the co- and
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cross-polarised channels were investigated, as well as their
standard deviations.

While effective, these features are relatively simple and do
not necessarily exploit the whole amount of rich information
that can be inferred from more complex polarimetric decom-
positions. In this work, the polarimetric approach is taken
to the next level by introducing a novel processing pipeline
specifically designed for automotive radar based on the HαA
decomposition for road surface identification purposes.

The HαA decomposition is known from the field of remote
sensing and Earth observation and has been successfully
applied to data from both synthetic aperture radar [8] and
conventional radar [18]. Also, it has been demonstrated that
the entropy feature of this decomposition is effective for road
surface classification [19].

The HαA decomposition operates on the statistical proper-
ties of the polarimetric signatures of an object to extract the
H , α, and A features. Their importance relates to the fact that
they can model and capture the physical scattering processes
occurring within said object. For example, in the case of
Earth observation with synthetic aperture radar, scattering that
is characterised by an entropy value, denoted H , between
0.5 and 0.9 and an α value between 40◦ and 50◦ corresponds
to scattering from anisotropic particles, while scattering with
an entropy value between 0 and 0.5 and an α value between
0◦ and 42.5◦ corresponds to Bragg surface scattering [20].

However, the HαA decomposition as applied in the afore-
mentioned applications, cannot be used directly in automotive
radar. This is due to differences in observation geometry and
platform movement. Therefore, to investigate the effectiveness
of the proposed approach based on HαA features for road
surface identification purposes, a novel processing pipeline is
proposed to compute these features in the automotive scenario.
The proposed pipeline compensates for the strongly varying
distance between observed road surface returns that occurs due
to the observation geometry of the automotive scenario, and
proposes a new way of averaging of the scattering parameters
for computing the coherency matrix.

Subsequently, measurement data of rough surface scattering
in both lab conditions as well as outdoors on actual road
surfaces has been collected using a vector network analyser.
This data is then used to evaluate the proposed pipeline. Fur-
thermore, using the measurement data, a polarimetric analysis
is performed to investigate the performance impact on road
surface identification when the cross-polar components are
omitted. Notably in this case, if the cross-polar channels do not
have to be measured, the ADCs (analogue to digital converters)
of H and V channels do not have to be synchronised to
each other thus making the hardware implementation easier.
This means that such a radar could be constructed out of
two separate single polarised radar systems. Also, since the
backscattered power in the cross-polarised channels is usually
much lower, requirements on the sensitivity of the radar system
can be relaxed by leaving the cross-polar channels out. The
results of the polarimetric analysis can then be used by radar
designers to make a trade-off between performance and radar
complexity leading to cost savings by leaving out cross-polar
measurement capabilities.

In terms of contributions of this work, the obtained results
show that the proposed pipeline is effective for road surface
classification purposes and provides a robust alternative to a
state-of-the-art classification technique based on polarimetric
ratios. It has also been shown that the cross-polar components
can be neglected, at the cost of reduced separation between
clusters formed by the H , α, and A features of the considered
classes of road surfaces.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II,
an introduction to the HαA decomposition is provided.
Section III describes the measurement setup and the mea-
surement procedure whilst section IV describes the proposed
pipeline for road surface identification. In section V the
experimental results are presented and the paper concludes
with section VI.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The HαA decomposition, introduced by Cloude and Pottier
and originally developed for synthetic aperture radar, does not
depend on knowledge of statistical distributions of targets, but
assumes instead that there is a dominant average scattering
mechanism and tries to find the characteristics of this scatter-
ing process [8]. The approach is based on Eigendecomposition
of the so called coherency matrix T .

The computation of the H , α, and A features works as fol-
lows. The first step is to compute the target vector k⃗ as shown
in (1), where SX X refers to the co-polar scattering matrix
element for X polarisation, measured in a XY polarisation
basis [20]. In this equation, T indicates the transpose operator.

k⃗ =
1

√
2

[
SX X + SY Y SX X − SY Y 2SXY

]T (1)

In this paper, a vertical/horizontal polarisation basis is used
which leads to X corresponding to V polarisation and Y
to H polarisation. Subsequently, using this target vector, the
coherency matrix can be computed as shown in (2), where
† indicates the conjugate transpose operator and the angle
brackets indicate averaging.

T =
〈
k⃗k⃗†〉 (2)

In synthetic aperture radar applications, this averaging is
usually done over multiple cells in space where these cells
contain the same (type of) object. However, for the proposed
road surface classification approach in automotive scenarios,
this averaging step can also be performed in a different manner
as described in section IV-E.

Next, an Eigendecomposition is performed on the coherency
matrix, resulting in 3 eigenvalues, denoted by λi , in order
from larger to smaller, with λ1 being the largest and λ3 the
smallest. The eigenvector corresponding to each eigenvalue λi

is denoted by u⃗i .
For each of the three eigenvalues, a pseudo-probability Pi

can be computed as shown in (3) [20].

Pi =
λi

3∑
k=1

λk

(3)
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Using the pseudo-probabilities corresponding to each eigen-
value, the entropy feature, denoted by H , can be computed as
shown in (4) [8].

H = −

3∑
i=1

Pi log3 Pi (4)

The entropy feature is a measure of how random the
backscattering from a target is and whether or not there is
one dominant scattering mechanism occurring, or if there are
multiple dominant scattering mechanisms at play. When there
is only one dominant scattering mechanism, the entropy is low
and indicates deterministic scattering. When there are multiple
dominant scattering mechanisms present, the observed scat-
tering mechanism varies from observation to observation thus
indicating a random scattering character which corresponds to
a high entropy value.

Each eigenvector u⃗i can be represented in the form as shown
in (5) [20].

u⃗i =

 cos αi e jφi

sin αi cos βi e j (δi +φi )

sin αi sin βi e j (γi +φi )

 (5)

By using the identity shown in (5), the values of αi , βi , φi ,
δi , and γi can be computed for each eigenvector. Subsequently,
the feature α can be found by computing a weighted average
based on the pseudo-probabilities, as shown in (6) [20].

The angle α indicates the nature of the average scattering
mechanism. For example, an α value of 0◦ relates to scattering
from a spherical target whereas values of 45◦ and 90◦ corre-
spond to scattering from anisotropic particles and dihedrals,
respectively [20].

α =

3∑
i=1

Piαi (6)

Finally, the anisotropy feature A can be computed as in (7).

A =
λ2 − λ3

λ2 + λ3
(7)

The anisotropy feature A indicates how much of a role the
eigenvector with the smallest eigenvalue has in the scattering
process compared to the second-largest. This indicates the rela-
tive importance of the second scattering mechanism compared
to the third scattering mechanism in the averaged response.

These three features can subsequently be used to make
a classification of targets. In the case of synthetic aperture
radar for Earth observation, the H and α features are often
plotted against each other, creating a Hα-plane. This plane
is subdivided in a number of sectors, where for example
the sector that is delimited by H < 0.5 and α > 47.5◦

corresponds to scattering from a dihedral reflector and the
sector delimited by 0.5 < H < 0.9 and α < 40◦ corresponds
to scattering from a random surface [20]. This direct relation to
the underlying physical scattering mechanisms give the HαA
decomposition a distinct advantage over simpler features such
as the co-polar/cross-polar ratios, or mean values and standard
deviations of polarimetric channels.

TABLE I
SETTINGS OF THE VNA AND FREQUENCY EXTENDERS

The background theory presented in this section relates to
the application of the HαA decomposition for Earth observa-
tion. Section IV discusses the proposed extra steps to apply
this decomposition to the automotive scenario.

III. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

In this section the experimental setup is described, together
with the measurement procedure in the laboratory, as well as
the procedure for outdoor measurements.

A. Measurement Setup

Measurements were performed with a N5242A Vector
Network Analyser (VNA) with two N5260-60003 fre-
quency extenders to be able to operate in the band
ranging from 75 to 85 GHz. The frequency extenders have
WR-10 waveguide output sections, to which a 15 dBi gain
dual-polarised horn antenna of type SAR-1532-122-S2-DP
[21] was connected using the required waveguide sections. The
vertically polarised port of the antenna was connected to the
first port of the VNA, while the horizontal port was connected
to the second. The settings of the measurement system are
listed in table I.

A supporting structure was purposely built to which the
frequency extenders and dual polarised horn were attached.
This structure allows for controlling the orientation angle of
the antenna in the vertical plane relative to the surface under
test. The antenna orientation angle is defined as the angle the
surface normal forms with the antenna broadside. In this way,
the samples can be measured under various angles of incidence
(Fig. 1).

B. Measurement Procedure

Measurements were performed in both indoor lab conditions
and on real outdoor road surfaces. During the lab measure-
ments, 3 types of sandpaper with different coarseness were
used as surface samples: P24, P60, and P100. Here, P24 is the
coarsest type of measured sandpaper while P100 is the finest.
Sandpaper was selected as a suitable sample as it provides
a surface of controlled roughness which is uniform over the
whole sheet. The P24 type was selected as it was the coarsest
sandpaper available on the market that is supplied as large
sheets. The P100 type was chosen as a relatively smooth
sample while the P60 type was used as an intermediate step.
According to standards of the Federation of European Produc-
ers of Abrasives, P24 grit sandpaper has an average particle
size of 764 µ m, while P60 and P100 types have average
particle sizes of 269 µ m and 162 µ m respectively [22].
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Fig. 1. Photograph of the setup as used for outdoor measurements to record
surfaces-under-test at various angles of incidence. The setup consists of a
VNA (5) with mm-wave extenders (1), powered by two power supplies (4),
a dual-polarised horn antenna and corresponding waveguides (2), a support
structure with a controllable antenna orientation angle (3).

The root mean square (RMS) height is approximately linearly
dependent on average particle size as seen from [23], leading
to an estimated RMS height of 220 µ m for the P24 type,
while the reported RMS heights for the P60 and P100 types
are 84 µ m and 41 µ m respectively. All sandpaper sheets
measured at least 1.5 metres by 2 metres so that the -10 dB
footprint of the antenna beam, for an antenna orientation angle
of 60◦, is well contained within the sample. The -10 dB
antenna beam footprint was computed by using the procedure
outlined in [24], and was found to be an oval of dimensions
95 cm by 44 cm.

In order to collect statistically independent samples, which
are needed to compute the coherency matrix as described in
section II, the sandpaper sheets were moved a few centimetres
in between measurements to ensure that the surface within
the antenna beam footprint would be uncorrelated with the
previously measured area of the sheet. This is analogues to
a car driving along a surface while performing measurements
over time, resulting in measurements of uncorrelated surfaces
for each time point. For each sandpaper sample, this procedure
was repeated 50 times. To ensure stability of the measure-
ments, every tenth measurement an additional measurement
without sample was performed and compared to the back-
ground measurement done ten measurements before. These
background measurements were also used for the background
subtraction procedure as described in section IV-A.

For the measurements that took place outdoors, the mea-
surement setup was placed on a trolley so that it could
be moved easily as seen in Fig. 1. Several different road
surface conditions were measured, namely asphalt under dry
conditions, asphalt under wet conditions, and asphalt covered
with gravel as one may encounter during roadworks (Fig. 2).
All road surface conditions were measured for two antenna
orientation angles. These were 60◦, to replicate lab conditions
and 90◦, to replicate forward looking radar systems.

The measurement procedure for the outdoors measurements
on asphalt was mostly the same as the lab measurements,
except for moving the surface under test: in this case the
measurement setup was moved instead. First, measurements
were performed on asphalt under dry conditions. Subsequently,

to emulate asphalt under wet conditions, buckets of water were
poured over the previously measured area of asphalt. Every
10 measurements, more water was poured on the asphalt to
keep the water layer consistent. Lastly, gravel, in the form
of basalt split ranging from 2 to 8 mm in size was spread
out over a dry part of asphalt and measured. As with the
lab measurements, for each road surface condition and each
antenna orientation angle, the backscattering from the asphalt
road surface was measured in 50 uncorrelated spots to obtain
representative statistical data.

The resulting data set from the in- and outdoor measure-
ments has been made publicly available [25].

IV. PROPOSED SIGNAL PROCESSING PIPELINE

The proposed processing pipeline comprises six parts. These
are background subtraction, phase correction, time-domain
transformation, footprint compensation, averaging and finally
the HαA decomposition. The block diagram in Fig. 3 shows
this processing pipeline schematically. The following sections
describe each block in more detail.

A. Background Subtraction

A vector network analyser (VNA) measures S-parameters,
which in the case of propagation measurements can be con-
sidered to be a ratio of a received electrical field over a
transmitted electrical field. The received field can be decom-
posed due to the superposition principle in a contribution
to the received electrical field by the sample, a contribution
from the background, and a contribution from interactions
between multiple scattering from the environment and targets.
Therefore, the measured S-parameters can be written as shown
in (8).

Smeasured =
Esample + Ebackground + Einteractions

Etransmitted
(8)

In time domain, the contributions from the environment and
targets follow after the main reflection of the calibration target
(see later Fig. 5), and therefore these can be well separated
and do not influence the calibration procedure further. Thus,
the Einteractions term can be assumed to be zero.

Therefore, by performing a measurement without any sam-
ples in the scene, the measured field is effectively purely
the result of the background, which includes the response of
the antenna and other static objects that may be present in the
scene. In this way, only the ratio of Ebackground and Etransmitted

is measured, which can be subtracted from measurements
performed with samples present. This results in a removal of
background effects and thus a clean S-parameter measurement
of purely the surface-under-test. In Fig. 4, the result of this
compensation procedure is shown. This figure shows the verti-
cally polarised co-polar measurement results of a metal sphere
placed at about 51 cm from the radar. The measurement results
have been transformed from frequency domain, in which the
S-parameters are naturally measured, to time domain so that
a radar range profile is found. For more information on the
time domain transformation, see section IV-C.

During the lab measurements, the sample could be easily
removed and thus the background could be measured very
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Fig. 2. Pictures of the measured road surface conditions. (a) Dry asphalt. (b) Wet asphalt. (c) Asphalt covered with gravel, consisting of basalt split with
sizes ranging from 2 to 8 mm.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the proposed signal processing pipeline for road surface identification for automotive applications using the H , α, and A features.

Fig. 4. Comparison of time domain transformed measurement data of the
V V polarised channel before and after background subtraction. The target is
in this case a metal sphere with a diameter of 3 cm and is located at a range
of 0.51 m from the antenna.

accurately. However, for outdoor measurements, the road
surface is the actual sample which obviously could not be
removed. Therefore, to still be able to compensate for the
antenna influences in the measurement results, the antenna
was pointed towards the sky and a background measurement
was performed. By subtracting this background from the
measurement result, the scattering effects induced from the
antenna response are suppressed.

B. Phase Correction
For measurements to which the HαA decomposition is to

be applied on, special attention must be paid to the phase mea-
sured in each polarimetric channel. Namely, if the horizontally
and vertically polarised channels are not balanced in length,
a range-dependent phase error occurs. This may lead to a target
appearing to be at a different range in one polarimetric channel

than in another. Also, an absolute offset in phase between the
channels can be present due to e.g., the way an antenna is
fed, which likewise can distort the measurement results and
the resulting feature values.

Although the measurements in this paper were performed
using a symmetrical dual-polarised square horn antenna, the
feeding network from the frequency extenders to the horn
antenna is not exactly symmetrical and thus the phase of the
measured scattering parameters needed to be corrected. Hence,
a method to correct this phase difference was developed, based
on measurements of a metal sphere.

A metal sphere approximates a point target and has the
same radar cross section (RCS) for both horizontal and vertical
co-polarised measurements due to its symmetry, while its
cross-polar radar cross sections are 0 when the sphere is
large compared to the wavelength. Therefore, a sphere with a
diameter of 3 cm was chosen. Since the co-polar components
of the sphere’s RCS are equal, measurements of this reference
target can be used to determine the phase offset of both
horizontal and vertical channels, and can subsequently be used
to compensate all four elements of the scattering matrix. These
calibration measurements were performed before the start of
each measurement session.

The first step in determining the phase offset is by
applying time-domain gating to measurement data of the
sphere [26]. This procedure filters out the contribution of
scatterers other than the sphere that may be present in the
scene, so that the sphere itself becomes the dominant tar-
get. As the sphere resembles a discrete target, the phase
of the scattering parameters follows a linear decrease with
frequency.

Subsequently, for each co-polarised channel, the phase is
unwrapped and a function of form φpp = app f + bpp is fitted
to the unwrapped phase where φ represents phase, f frequency
and subscript p indicates the polarisation channel which can
be H or V . Therefore, the parameter a corresponds to the
phase gradient, which is dependent on the range to the target,
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Fig. 5. Comparison of time domain transformed measurement data before
and after the proposed phase correction procedure on the H H channel. The
observed target is a metal sphere with a diameter of 3 cm, located at 0.51 m.
Note that the double peak in the H H polarised channel is caused by a
multipath reflection via the floor.

while b corresponds to an absolute phase offset within the
channel.

In order for each channel to detect the sphere at the same
range, the phase gradients of both co-polar channels need
to be equal. Therefore, the vertically polarised channel is
chosen as the reference channel and the phase gradient of
the horizontally polarised channel is corrected so that equality
of phase gradients is achieved by considering the difference
between the gradients. Subsequently, the bpp-component of the
phase compensation is selected such that for each channel,
the phase is 0 degrees at 75 GHz after compensation. This
compensation is shown in mathematical form in (9) for the
horizontal co-polarised channel.

SH H,compensated = SH H,measurede j(aV V −aH H ) f + jbH H (9)

Due to the nature of the antenna setup used for these
measurements, the cross-polar channels can be compen-
sated as well. Namely, the electromagnetic radiation travels
once through the V -polarised channel and once through the
H -polarised channel. Therefore, the length of the cross-polar
channels can be compensated using half of the compensation
difference, as shown in (10). The V H channel can be compen-
sated similarly by interchanging H V and V H . For the cross-
polarised channels, the absolute phase term is set to zero as the
cross-polar scattering coefficients of the spherical calibration
target are zero.

SH V,compensated = SH V,measurede j (aV V −aH H )
2 f (10)

Fig. 5 shows the effect of the proposed phase correction
procedure. It can be seen that the phase correction procedure
shifts the peak resulting from the calibration target, so that
in the H H -measurement this peak coincides with the peak
in the V V -measurement. Furthermore, in Fig. 5, a second
peak just after the main reflection of the target can be seen
in the H H polarised channel. This peak is caused by a
multipath reflection via the floor. This is due to the calibration

measurements being performed with a 60◦ orientation angle
while the calibration target was placed on a styrofoam block
of 3 cm in height. This results in an extra path length of
about 9 cm for the multipath reflection compared to the main
reflection, and thus the second peak occurs at about 4.5 cm
behind the main reflection. This multipath reflection manifests
itself less significantly in the V V polarised channel, as the
incidence angle of the multipath reflection is close to its
Brewster angle.

C. Time-Domain Transformation

Since measurements are performed using a VNA, all
S-parameter measurements are a function of frequency.
To extract the range profile, they must be transformed to
time domain. This can be done by means of discrete Fourier
transformation. If necessary, a window function can be used
such as a Kaiser window. Furthermore, in this step the range
profile can also be interpolated using zero-padding in the
frequency domain. In this instance, no window function and
no zero-padding was employed in the HαA decomposition
procedure.

D. Footprint Compensation

The S-parameters from the time-domain transformed mea-
surements cannot directly be used to compute the coherency
matrix. Namely, unlike in airborne or spaceborne synthetic
aperture radar applications, the observed cells are not located
at a comparable distance from the radar. Due to the geometry
of the automotive scenario, large differences in propagation
distance exist between backscattered contributions originat-
ing from the road surface close to the radar versus those
from further away. Therefore, the free space attenuation will
cause great differences in the magnitude of the backscattered
contributions, which needs to be compensated for. Moreover,
in the automotive scenario, the observed cells also experience
different observation angles as seen from the antenna, which
leads to large differences in antenna gain for each observed
range cell. This must be compensated as well. These two
effects are apparent from the radar equation which is shown
in (11):

Pr x (x, y) =
G t x (x, y)Gr x (x, y)λ2 Aσ0(x, y)

(4π)3 R4(x, y)
Pt x . (11)

Here, Pr x is the received power from a surface cell and
Pt x is the transmitted power. G t x and Gr x are the gains
of the transmitting and receiving antenna, respectively. R
indicates the range to an observed surface patch, while A is the
surface area of the observed surface patch with a normalised
radar cross section σ0. Lastly, (x, y) indicates the surface cell
location dependency of the variables in the equation, and λ is
the wavelength at the radar’s centre frequency. In this case, the
3D gain patterns of the SAR-1532-122-S2-DP antenna were
obtained by performing electromagnetic simulations which
were found to be in good agreement with the patterns reported
in the data sheet.

To accomplish correction of the two effects, the total power
returned by each surface cell for a surface is computed
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using a numerical procedure described in [24]. This procedure
works by discretizing a flat surface in many small cells, each
having a corresponding area A. Subsequently, the observation
angles, ranges, and incidence angles for the centre points of
these surface cells are calculated using the equations in [24].
By setting the normalised radar cross section σ0 and the
transmitted power Pt x to 1, the power returned from each cell
can be found, thus revealing the footprint of the antenna. This
leads to equation (12):

P0(x, y) =
G t x (x, y)Gr x (x, y)λ2 A

(4π)3 R4(x, y)
. (12)

Therefore, the normalised radar cross section of a surface with
unknown σ0 can be found as shown in (13):

Pr x (x, y)

P0(x, y)Pt x
= σ0(x, y). (13)

As the range profile is defined as the total power received
from all targets within a range bin, the range profile can be
computed by summing the returned powers of each surface
cell in the corresponding range bin. This procedure is mathe-
matically shown in (14) where N is the number of range cells
within a range bin l, with Pr x (i) indicating the power returned
by the i-th cell in the range bin.

Prange(l) =

N∑
i=1

Pr x (i) (14)

Performing this summation is possible since the backscattered
power originates from surface patches situated at different
azimuth angles with respect to the transmitting antenna. As for
typical grazing angles occurring in the automotive radar
scenario the scattered power from the road surface is weak
and preferably directed forwards, multiple scattering between
surface patches located at the same range but at different
azimuth angles can be neglected.

By using P0 instead of Pr x in (14), the “normalised” range
profile Prange,0 can be found. Since (14) is a linear operation,
through its combination with (13), σ0 can be found using
(15) where Prange,measured is the measured range profile by
the radar.

σ0(l) =
Prange,measured(l)

Prange,0(l)Pt x
(15)

Since S-parameters describe field strengths instead of power
as the RCS does, the measured S-parameters can be compen-
sated for the antenna footprint by dividing them by the square
root of the “normalised” range profile as shown in (16). Here,
Smeasured are the measured S-parameters after performing
steps IV-A to IV-C. Subsequently, the S-parameters can now
be used to compute the coherency matrix and the HαA
decomposition as described in section II.

Scompensated(l) =
Smeasured(l)√

Prange,0(l)
(16)

E. Averaging

In synthetic aperture radar, the averaging for obtaining the
coherency matrix is usually performed in the spatial domain,

meaning that surrounding pixels in the obtained imagery are
grouped together to compute statistics. This can be expressed
as shown in (17):

⟨x(k, l)⟩ =

k+N∑
i=k−N

l+M∑
j=l−M

x(i, j)
(2N + 1)(2M + 1)

. (17)

In this equation, ⟨x(k, l)⟩ is the average of a quantity x of
the cell at location (k, l). The parameters N and M define
the window size along the two dimensions of the image while
x(i, j) is the value of quantity x in the cell with index (i, j).
In this equation, x could for example be the backscattered
power from a cell, or, in the case of computing the coherency
matrix, an element from the target vector multiplied by its
conjugate self.

In the automotive scenario, this type of averaging is less
suitable. Namely, this would mean that a range-interval of
the range profile is used for the averaging, which is not
necessarily valid as this will contain backscattering from road
surfaces observed at different angles of incidence. This is
especially true for surface backscattering located at relatively
short range from the radar. As the incidence angle plays an
important role in the scattering behaviour of the rough surface,
the range-interval will not contain samples from the same
statistical process, thus leading to invalid estimated statistical
properties in the coherency matrix.

However, the automotive scenario provides an opportunity
to perform the averaging differently. Instead of averaging over
space, the averaging can be performed over time. Namely,
modern automotive radars transmit many chirps per second,
so that averaging can take place over each obtained range pro-
file. In this way, every range bin corresponds to backscattering
from road surface under the same angle of incidence. Also,
since the vehicle is moving, a different part of the road surface
is encompassed by the antenna beam footprint, thus leading
to samples independent from each other taken from the same
statistical process. Mathematically, this can be formulated as:

⟨x(l)⟩ =

N∑
i=1

xi (l)
N

. (18)

In (18), ⟨x(l)⟩ indicates the average of a quantity x in range bin
l and xi (l) indicates the value of the quantity x in range bin l at
measurement time index i . N is the number of measurements
used to perform the averaging.

F. HαA Decomposition

The last step is computing the features from the coherency
matrix as shown in (2) in combination with the averaging
explained in section IV-E. This can be done using (3) to (7).
Subsequently, the features can be plotted in various formats
and be fed to a classifier for automatic classification.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents the results of applying the proposed
pipeline to measurements in the laboratory, as well as those
from measurements that took place outdoors.
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Fig. 6. Mean of measured S-parameters for the different types of sandpaper
(P24, P60, and P100 in order of decreasing roughness) measured in lab
conditions.

A. Lab Measurement Results

In Fig. 6 the mean value of the backscattered power from
three different sandpaper samples in lab conditions is shown.
It can be seen from this plot that there is clear distinction
between the rough P24 type sandpaper and the smooth P60
and P100 sandpapers, while there does not seem to be a
significant difference between the P60 and the P100 sandpaper.
This is likely due to P60 type sandpaper already being too
smooth to provide a significant backscattered contribution as
the grain size in the sandpaper is relatively small compared
to the wavelength. This is also the case for the P100 type
sandpaper, leading to the observation that the backscattered
radiation is caused by the sandpaper itself and/or the cavity
that is formed between the backside of the sandpaper sample
and the floor it was placed on.

Fig. 7 shows the results from the HαA decomposition,
in particular the H and α features, graphed in the Hα-plane.
In this plot, each symbol represents a range bin in the range of
0.5 to 1.5 metres. It can be seen that there is a clear difference
between the P24 and the P100 type sandpapers. The P24 type
shows a high entropy value whereas the P60 and P100 types
show a broad spread but with centroids at lower values of
entropy. The high entropy values indicate highly random scat-
tering which is expected from a surface that differs electromag-
netically from observation to observation. The lower entropy
values of the smooth sandpaper types indicate less randomness
in the scattering process. This can be explained by the grains
of the sandpaper being too small compared to the wavelength.
Therefore, from an electromagnetic point of few, a sheet of
smooth sandpaper substrate material is measured, which is
more or less the same from measurement to measurement.
Fig. 6 reinforces this observation as it shows that the P60 and
P100 types are indistinguishable from each other, thus also
indicating that the grains on both sandpapers have become too
small compared to the wavelength to contribute significantly
to the backscattered power.

Fig. 7. The H and α features of the sandpaper measurements performed in
the lab in the range interval from 0.5 to 1.5 metres. The solid coloured symbols
indicate the clusters’ centroids formed by the corresponding sandpaper types.

Fig. 8. The local angle of incidence at a point on the surface at a range
indicated by the x-axis for an antenna height of 26.5 cm.

The unique geometry of the automotive scenario also allows
for considering the H and α features as a function of range.
The difference in range is related to the effective angle of
incidence at the surface, where surface area close to the radar
experiences a low angle of incidence (steep), and surface areas
farther away experience a high angle of incidence (shallow).
A plot of the variation of angle of incidence as function of
range is shown in Fig 8.

As the angle of incidence can influence scattering properties,
this can further help with distinguishing different surface
classes. Fig. 9 shows the entropy as function of range. It can
be seen that for the P24 type sandpaper, the entropy stays
relatively constant as function of range, indicating that the
same scattering mechanism is at play, independent of angle of
incidence. However, for the P60 and P100 type, the entropy
tends to increase as range increases, trending towards entropy
values similar to the P24 measurements. This can be explained
by the increased specularity at larger angles of incidence,
leading to less backscattered power, in combination with the
limited sensitivity of the VNA. Due to measured S-parameters
being close to the noise floor as seen from Fig. 6, thermal
noise takes over which results in high entropy values due to
its random nature.
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Fig. 9. The entropy feature of the different sandpaper types versus range,
extracted from the experimental measurements. The solid symbols indicate
the centroids of the clusters formed by each type of sandpaper.

Fig. 10. The H and A features of the different sand paper types measured in
a range interval from 0.5 to 1 metre. The solid symbols indicate the centroids
of the clusters formed by each type of sandpaper.

Finally, the anisotropy feature can be considered. The
entropy versus anisotropy plot is shown in Fig. 10 for all
ranges in the 0.5 to 1 meter interval. Here, a very clear
distinction between the P24 and the other types of sandpaper
can be seen, leading to the conclusion that the anisotropy is
also useful for classification purposes in this case.

B. Outdoors Measurements Results

As seen from the lab measurements, rough surfaces can
indeed be distinguished from smooth surfaces using the pro-
posed pipeline. To evaluate if this method is also effective
for actual road surfaces under various weather conditions,
measurements on real road surfaces were performed. Fig. 11
shows the returned power after the averaging step, thus repre-
senting the normalised radar cross section of the surface. This
measurement shows that for wet surfaces, the σV V is generally
larger than σH H . However, as the roughness increases, σH H

Fig. 11. Normalised radar cross sections in linear terms of the considered
road surface conditions measured with a 60◦ orientation angle, in the range
interval from 0.5 to 1.1 m.

Fig. 12. The H and α features of the measurements performed outdoors in
the range interval from 0.5 to 1.5 metres with an orientation angle of 60◦.
Here, the considered three surfaces are ordinary dry asphalt, wet asphalt, and
asphalt covered by basalt stone gravel. The solidly coloured symbols indicate
the centroids of the clusters formed by the measurements of the corresponding
road surface conditions.

and σV V tend to become more equal, thus indicating depo-
larisation by a more diffusive scattering process due to the
increased surface roughness as expected from theory.

Furthermore, the Hα-plane for all three road surface con-
ditions (i.e., dry asphalt, wet asphalt, and asphalt covered in
gravel) for a 60◦ orientation angle is shown in Fig. 12. It can
be seen that there is a clear difference in the H and α features
when comparing wet and dry road surface conditions. There
also exists a small difference between road surface covered
with basalt versus the regular road surface, however it is not
as pronounced as with the road surface under wet conditions.

However, when taking the anisotropy into account as shown
in Fig. 13, it can be seen that the separation between the basalt
and the dry asphalt becomes larger, making it easier to separate
these road surface conditions from each other.
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Fig. 13. The H and A features of the measurements performed outdoors in
the range interval from 0.5 to 1.5 metres with an orientation angle of 60◦.
Here, the considered three surfaces are ordinary dry asphalt, wet asphalt, and
asphalt covered by basalt stone gravel. The solidly coloured symbols indicate
the centroids of the clusters formed by the measurements of the corresponding
road surface conditions.

Fig. 14. The entropy versus range for the considered road surface conditions
(i.e., asphalt which is dry, wet, and covered with basalt gravel), for an
orientation angle of 60◦. The solidly coloured symbols indicate the centroids
of the clusters formed by the measurements of the corresponding road surface
conditions.

Finally, the entropy, anisotropy, and α, can be considered as
a function of range. Fig. 14 shows the entropy as a function
of range. This figure shows that there is not much variation
present in the entropy of regular asphalt and asphalt covered
with basalt gravel, but that a range dependency is present
for wet asphalt. This could be exploited by for example
considering the H -values from 1.2 metres onward, resulting
in more pronounced separation of the clusters of wet and dry
conditions in the Hα-plane.

To quantify the loss in separation between the clusters, the
euclidean distances between the centroids of the clusters is
considered. The α feature was divided by 90◦ to ensure all
features are within the same limits of 0 and 1. Furthermore,
the standard deviations of all three features were computed as

TABLE II
EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE BETWEEN THE CENTROIDS AND STANDARD

DEVIATIONS OF THE CLUSTERS FORMED BY THE H , α, AND A
FEATURES OF DRY ASPHALT, WET ASPHALT, AND ASPHALT

COVERED WITH GRAVEL, MEASURED IN A RANGE INTERVAL
OF 0.5 TO 1.5 METRES WITH AN ANTENNA

ORIENTATION ANGLE OF 60◦

Fig. 15. The entropy versus range for the considered road surface conditions
(i.e., asphalt which is dry, wet, and covered with basalt gravel), for an
orientation angle of 90◦. The solidly coloured symbols indicate the centroids
of the clusters formed by the measurements of the corresponding road surface
conditions.

an indication of the spread of the clusters in the HαA space.
Table II lists the results of this with the distances between the
clusters’ centroids on the left side and the standard deviations
of the three features on the right side.

Subsequently, the measurement results for an orientation
angle of 90◦ can be considered. In Fig. 15 it can be seen
that the entropy varies with range for all three different road
surface conditions. When considering all range bins from
0.5 to 1.5 metres in the Hα-plane, this would result in potential
overlap of the clusters of the different classes. However, when
considering only measurements from 0.9 metres onward, the
separation of the clusters is better. The results of this can be
seen in Fig. 16 where only a selected spatial subset of the
samples is used to form the plot with H and α features. A good
separation of the clusters for the different surface conditions
can be seen.

Finally, it is instructive to consider the anisotropy features
obtained from the measurements as a function of range. It can
be seen in Fig. 17 that the anisotropy does vary with range,
but that it is more or less similar for each class. Therefore, for
the set of measurements performed with an antenna orientation
angle of 90◦, the anisotropy is a less valuable feature compared
with the results obtained at 60◦.

Table III shows the distances between the centroids of the
clusters, and the standard deviations of the road surface H , α,
and A features performed with a measurement angle of 90◦.
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Fig. 16. The H and α features of the outdoor measurements in the range
interval from 0.9 to 1.5 metres with an antenna orientation angle of 90◦. The
solidly coloured symbols indicate the centroids of the clusters formed by the
measurements of the corresponding road surface conditions.

Fig. 17. Anisotropy versus range of the outdoor measurements performed
with an orientation angle of 90◦. The solidly coloured symbols indicate the
centroids of the clusters formed by the measurements of the corresponding
road surface conditions.

TABLE III
EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE BETWEEN THE CENTROIDS AND STANDARD

DEVIATIONS OF THE CLUSTERS FORMED BY THE H , α, AND A
FEATURES OF DRY ASPHALT, WET ASPHALT, AND ASPHALT

COVERED WITH GRAVEL, MEASURED IN A RANGE INTERVAL
OF 0.9 TO 1.5 METRES WITH AN ANTENNA

ORIENTATION ANGLE OF 90◦

It can be seen that compared to the results measured with
an orientation angle of 60◦ in table II, the distance between
centroids has decreased, except for the distance between gravel
and dry asphalt. Also, for the gravel, the spread of the cluster
increased. However, for the other classes the spread remains
similar except for the entropy spread of dry asphalt.

TABLE IV
EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE BETWEEN THE CENTROIDS AND STANDARD

DEVIATIONS OF THE CLUSTERS FORMED BY THE CO- AND
CROSS-POLAR RATIOS OF DRY ASPHALT, WET ASPHALT, AND

ASPHALT COVERED WITH GRAVEL, MEASURED IN A RANGE
INTERVAL OF 0.9 TO 1.5 METRES WITH AN ANTENNA

ORIENTATION ANGLE OF 90◦

To evaluate the results from the proposed pipeline, they are
compared to results obtained using co- and cross-polarisation
ratios as proposed in [16]. The used features are in this case
σV V /σH H , σV H/σH H , and σH V /σH H . To compare the clusters
formed by these features to those of the proposed pipeline,
the polarisation ratios were normalised with the maximum
value from all classes, so that all values are limited between
0 and 1 as would be done in a machine learning classifier.
As these features are ratios of polarisation measurements, they
are sensitive to noise. Namely, when σH H is small, noise may
impact the ratios substantially and cause them to explode in
value. To avoid this from occurring, only the range interval
from 0.9 to 1.5 metres, which lies within the -10 dB antenna
footprint, is considered. Subsequently, the same metrics are
computed as for the H , α, and A features and are listed
in table IV. Comparing these tables with each other, it can
be seen that the distances between centroids is larger in all
cases when using the proposed pipeline. Furthermore, the
observation can be made that the clusters are smaller when
using the ratio features for the dry and gravel classes, but the
opposite is true for the wet asphalt class. Even though the
dry and gravel classes have smaller standard deviations, this
benefit is neglected as the centroids of these clusters are very
close together. This suggests that the proposed pipeline is a
robust alternative to classification based on simpler polarimet-
ric ratios, as polarimetric ratios suffer from noise sensitivity
and the normalisation usually performed for machine learning
classifiers, which causes the clusters to be compressed close
to the origin in the presence of outliers.

C. Polarisation Analysis

For the measurements previously presented, all four polari-
metric channels were used. However, to reduce complex-
ity and costs of an automotive radar system to be mass-
produced, it may be advantageous to only partially measure
the polarimetric response. To this extent, the results from the
HαA decomposition are re-evaluated with the difference that
the cross-polar channels are zeroed out. These channels can
potentially be omitted as they contain less power than the
co-polar channels as can be seen in Fig. 6.

The first observation that can be made on the effects of
omitting the cross-polar channels is that this reduces the rank
of the coherency matrix to two, as can be seen from (1) and (2).
This in turn results in the coherency matrix only having two
non-zero eigenvalues at maximum. Therefore, the anisotropy
will be 1 as can be seen from (7), and thus will not contribute
to separating road surface conditions.
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Fig. 18. The H and α features of the measurements performed outdoors
in the range interval from 0.5 to 1.5 metres with an orientation angle of 60◦

with cross polar components zeroed out.

Fig. 19. The entropy versus range of the measurements performed outdoors
with an orientation angle of 90◦ with cross polar components zeroed out.

Fig. 18 shows the effect of zeroing out the cross-polar chan-
nel on the positioning of surface reflections in the Hα-plane.
When comparing this plot to that of Fig. 12, it can be
seen that the wet road surface is still separated from the
dry classes, but that this separation has decreased. Similarly,
with measurements performed with an antenna orientation
angle of 90◦, the separation between different road surface
conditions also decreases. This can be seen by comparing
Figs. 15 and 19.

To quantify the loss in separation between the clusters for
the measurements performed with an orientation angle of 60◦,
again the euclidean distances between the centroids and the
standard deviation of the clusters are considered. Comparing
table II and table V shows that the distances have decreased
significantly, ranging from 59% to 78%. A similar comparison
is shown for the measurements performed with an orientation
angle of 90◦ in tables III and VI. Here, reductions of 30% to
34% can be seen. Thus, from these observations, it becomes
clear that a radar system could be designed in such a way
that the cross-polar channels are not measured at a cost of

TABLE V
EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE BETWEEN THE CENTROIDS AND STANDARD

DEVIATIONS OF THE CLUSTERS FORMED BY THE H , α, AND
A FEATURES, COMPUTED WITH CROSS-POLAR COMPONENTS

ZEROED OUT, OF DRY ASPHALT, WET ASPHALT, AND ASPHALT
COVERED WITH GRAVEL, MEASURED IN A RANGE

INTERVAL OF 0.5 TO 1.5 METRES WITH AN
ANTENNA ORIENTATION ANGLE OF 60◦

TABLE VI
EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE BETWEEN THE CENTROIDS AND STANDARD

DEVIATIONS OF THE CLUSTERS FORMED BY THE H , α, AND
A FEATURES, COMPUTED WITH CROSS-POLAR COMPONENTS

ZEROED OUT, OF DRY ASPHALT, WET ASPHALT, AND ASPHALT
COVERED WITH GRAVEL, MEASURED IN A RANGE

INTERVAL OF 0.9 TO 1.5 METRES WITH AN ANTENNA
ORIENTATION ANGLE OF 90◦

less separation between the clusters of several classes of road
surface conditions. As the separation decreases, classification
accuracy may see a reduction as well which leads to a trade-off
between radar system complexity/costs and performance.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper a novel processing pipeline incorporat-
ing the HαA decomposition for road surface condition
identification in automotive scenarios has been proposed.
An introduction to the HαA decomposition was presented to
define the three features. Afterwards, the proposed pipeline
was introduced, outlining a number of necessary steps to
apply the decomposition in the context of automotive radar,
such as the antenna footprint correction and the temporal
averaging for the computation of the HαA polarimetric
features.

Experimental measurements have been performed both in
lab conditions on three different types of sandpaper (P24,
P60, and P100) as well as outdoors on real road surfaces
under various conditions. From the lab measurement results
it could be seen that it is possible to distinguish rough and
smooth sandpaper using the H , α, and A features. The rough
sandpaper resulted in a dense cluster in the Hα-plane with a
high entropy value while the smooth sandpapers showed on
average a lower entropy value. Also, the smooth and rough
sandpaper measurements were found to differ significantly in
anisotropy: the rough sandpaper presented a low anisotropy
while the smooth sandpapers showed a medium-high
anisotropy.

The outdoor measurements were performed on three differ-
ent road surface conditions, namely regular dry asphalt, wet
asphalt, and asphalt covered by basalt gravel. All three road
surface conditions were measured using antenna orientation
angles of 60◦ and 90◦. For both orientation angles, a clear
difference exists between the wet and dry asphalt classes when
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considering the H and α features. To further differentiate
the dry asphalt from the asphalt covered with gravel in the
60◦ case, the anisotropy feature can be used. For the 90◦

orientation angle, the three road surface conditions can be
distinguished in the Hα-plane. However, the anisotropy shows
the same behaviour for all three classes.

The results of the proposed signal processing pipeline
have been compared to classification based on features pro-
posed in the literature, such as simple polarimetric ratios,
by considering the distance in feature space between cluster
centroids and the standard deviations of the features’ values
to keep the analysis as general as possible. This comparison
shows that a larger separation of the clusters of samples
from different road conditions could be achieved using the
proposed pipeline. However, the clusters’ centroids and stan-
dard deviations do not account for the cluster shapes and
the complex multidimensional correlations that may exist
within the distributions of features’ values. These could poten-
tially be exploited by classification algorithms and machine
learning techniques to be explored in future work. Also,
for future study it would be interesting to consider more
comprehensive data sets to determine the effectiveness of
the proposed pipeline for a greater variety of road surface
conditions to evaluate its performance in the actual automotive
scenario.

Finally, a polarimetric analysis was performed in which
the importance of taking the cross-polar channels into con-
sideration was evaluated by assessing the results when the
cross-polar channel is zeroed out. Firstly, it was shown that the
anisotropy feature can no longer be used in this case. Secondly,
even if some separation between clusters was still observable,
the cost of neglecting the cross-polar channels was found to
be less separation of the different classes in the H , α, and A
features. Namely, a reduction in cluster centroid separation of
up to 78% for the measurements performed with an antenna
orientation angle of 60◦ was observed, while a reduction of
up to 34% was found for the 90◦ measurements. This likely
leads to a decrease in classification accuracy. However, by not
considering the cross-polar components, the radar systems can
be reduced in complexity and cost.
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